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Toni Krasicki tatks to two ocean conservationists about
how their approaches are making a difference.
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GLOBAL CONSERVATION and the
protection of marine life are becoming
more and more important, as we begin
to understand the significance of the
oceans and the impact our actions are
having on them.

Enter the ocean conservationists,
David Whitehill and Sea Shepherd's
Jeff Hansen, both of whom are devoted
to helping protect our precious
seas. Through their very difJerent
approaches and passion they seek to
generate awareness about the threats
to our beloved marine life and other
conservation issues.

Warrior #1

From accountant to Sea World dolphin
trainer, this international TV presenter
has done it alll David Whitehill is now
using his Sea Wortd experience and
presentation background to spread
the word to as many people as he can.

Six years as a dolphin trainer at
Gold Coast's Sea World exposed David
Whitehalt to more than just fun and
frolicking with sea mammals. On many
occasions experts from Sea World are

called upon to assist in dolphin rescues,

especially rn Moreton Bay on Moreton
Island, where dolphins are allowed to
be hand-fed by tourists.

Problems typically range from
nets being caught around their fins
to respiratory difficulties. 'I also went
on a lot of whale and Australian fur
seal rescues, and we also helped out
emaciated New Zealand seals when
they got washed up.'

'l got to see so many amazing
aspects of the ocean and the animals
that call it home. It really cemented my
passion for the ocean and helped me
realise how fragile it is.'

Formerly the pubiic 'Face of Sea

Wortd', David is still involved as a

presenter for Sea World's internal
media, and continues his roles as

ambassador for the World Wildtife
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Fund (WWF) and the Australian Marine
Conservation Society (AMCS). He has
also teamed up with partner, Christie
Lee-Sharp, to work on his campaign
'Our Blue Backyard'.

'Trying to inform the public about
the ocean and the animals out there
is something that I have always felt
passionate about,' he explains. 'The
whole concept is about highlighting
our endanqered animals and the
"Blue Heroes" who are out there
looking after them.'

Those Blue Heroes refer to
organisations and individuals who
are making a difference and who
are committed to looking after our
oceans. They are a diverse group,
including the WWF, local schools
undertaking ocean-based projects,
and restaurants using sustainable
seafood.

'We wanted to ensure we
have a range of individuals and
organisations, including people who
are out in the field. Currently this
includes people working on great
white shark awareness campaigns,
scientists undertakinq research, and
people who are saving dugongs or
turtles. And, of course, places like Sea

World as well, which are constantly
protecting and rescuing animals.'

David talks about Jennifer Gilbert,
a Cairns-based vet who is dedicated
to looking after and rehabilitating
endangered turtles. 'She's an
awesome character and passionate
person; exactly the Blue Hero that
we are trying to promote.'

Presently David is working on
a television series that he hopes
will enlighten the qeneral public
about our ocean crisis. 'it'11 be
entertaining, adventurous and
exciting,' he promises.

And we can't waitl

Fotlow David and Christie's
warrior endeavours at
www.ou rbtuebackya rd.com.au
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Warrior #2

Jeff Hansen's long-standing passion

for conservatron paved the way for him
to become the Australian director of
Sea Shepherd Conservation Society.

Although he desperately wanted
to be a wildlife veterinarian, Jef f
decided on a career in information
technology (lT), which saw him
working his way around the world. 'I

knew though, every time I watched
a nature documentary, it was eating
away at me. I had to make a change.'

'lt wasn't until I heard about Sea

Shepherd that I realised how lmportant
the ocean is, that I wanted to get

involved. And when you start movrng
in the direction that you feel your ufe
should lead, the energy just flows.'

And that's exactly what happened
after his meeting with Sea Shepherd
founder, Paul Watson.

Jeff's invaluable contacts made
during his volunteer stint at Australia
Zoo . had subsequently hetped make
contact and secure the permission to
call one of Sea Shepherd's vesseis the
'Steve Irwrn'. Not bad for a volunteer.

After completing two Antarctic
campaigns as a volunteer, Jeff has been
fortunate enough to secure one of just
three paid positions here in Australia.
His role requires hlm to oversee the
strategic growth of Sea Shepherd and
continue its global mission to protect
the biodiversity of our oceans and
prevent the destruction oJ the life
support system of our planet.

Close to home, Sea Shepherd is

heavily involved with campaigns
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against Japanese whaling in the

Southern Ocean's whale sanctuary in
Antarctica, savtng over 800 whales

last year alone. 'Basically all the laws

and regulations are there to protect

the marine habitat and the marrne

ecosystem, but there's no enforcement.
And usually that's
due to economic
reasons,'he says.

There's also work
off Australia's south
west coast helping
to secure more of
the coastline set

aside for marine sanctuaries. Further
afield Sea Shepherd has helped with
banning sea pelts in Canada and
Europe and continues with campaigns
against the over fishing of blue fin tuna
in the Mediterranean, shark finning in
the Galapagos Islands and saving p1lot

whales rn the Faroe Islands.
So how does all the work afford to

get done?'We really make sure that
when people donate, that money goes

towards actually doing something
as opposed to adminlstration,' says

Jeff, who works from home in Perth
while two adminrstration staff work
from a donated office in Melbourne.'ln
Australia, the support is overwhelming.
People turn up with their cars full with
fresh frult and vegetables and trades
people such as electricians turn up for
jobs, and work on the ships for weeks

or months and all they want is a crew
t - shirt l'

Find out more about Sea Shepherd's
mission at seashepherd.orglaustratia/


